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We present the effect of aluminum substitution on the structure, exchange interactions, and magnetic phase
transitions of the intermetallic compound Er2Fe17. All samples have a hexagonal Th2Ni17-type structure or a
rhombohedral Th2Zn17-type structure. The replacement of Fe by Al results in an approximately linear increase
in the unit-cell volumes at a rate of 9.3 Å3 per Al atom. The Al atoms preferentially occupy 12k (18h) and
12j (18f ) sites at low Al concentration, while they prefer strongly to occupy 6c (4 f ) and 18f (12j ) sites
at high aluminum concentration. The Curie temperature is found to increase at first, form a maximum value at
x53, and then to decrease monotonically with increasing Al concentration. The exchange-coupling constant
between 3d and 4f sublattices,JRT , was obtained from fittingM -T curves for some of the samples. The
intersublattice molecular-field coefficientnRT and hence theR-T exchange-coupling constantJRT have been
also determined on the basis of magnetization curves at the compensation temperature. The exchange-coupling
constantJRT shows almost no obvious composition dependence, while the exchange-coupling constantJTT is
strongly dependent on the Al concentration. The composition dependence of the 3d sublattice exchange
interaction is discussed in terms of bond lengths and atomic preferential occupancies. It is noteworthy that the
substitution of Al has a significant effect on the magnetocrystalline anisotropies of both the Er sublattice and
the Fe sublattice in Er2Fe172xAl x compounds. The temperature and composition dependence of the easy
magnetization direction suggests that the second-order crystal electric-field coefficientA20 changes its sign
from negative to positive with increasing Al concentration up tox.7. @S0163-1829~98!02721-0#
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the search for iron-rich new permanent magnet mat
als, the discovery ofR2Fe17~C, N, H!x ~R5rare-earth ele-
ments! obtained by the gas-solid reaction method has
tracted considerable research activity.1–3 Sm2Fe17~C, N!x is
a very promising candidate as a permanent-magnet mate
In order to overcome the drawback of its poor thermal s
bility, which restricts its practical application as a sinter
magnet, Shen and co-workers4,5 found that the substitution o
Ga, Al, or Si for Fe in Sm2Fe17Cx can stabilize the high-
carbon rare-earth compounds with 2:17-type structure.
arc-melted carbides are found to retain the 2:17 struc
even at temperature above 1200 °C. Shen and co-wor
have prepared single-phaseR2Fe172xGaxC2 compounds by
arc melting and found that the Curie temperature increa
initially and then decreases with Ga substitution whileMs

decreases monotonically. These compounds have aniso

fields exceeding 12 T.4,5 Cheng and co-workers found a sim
lar behavior in Sm2Fe172xAl xC, where thex52 compound
has an anisotropy field of 11 T.6,7 The increase in Curie
temperature with Al, Ga, and C has been attributed to
expansion of Fe-Fe bonds that compensates more for
dilution of the Fe sublattice. The high-temperature stabi
570163-1829/98/57~22!/14299~11!/$15.00
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of the arc-melted carbides indicates that carbon is m
strongly bonded than nitrogen in the samples formed by g
solid reaction. These arc-melted carbides can be used as
materials of high-performance sintered permanent mag
due to their high Curie temperature, strongly uniaxial anis
ropy, as well as high-temperature stability.

Magnetocrystalline anisotropy and Curie temperature
the fundamental intrinsic magnetic parameters of perman
magnets and attract ever-growing attention from both exp
mentalists and theoreticians. Large values of the unia
magnetocrystalline anisotropy are required to achieve h
coercivities, and high Curie temperature can guarantee
magnets to have low-temperature coefficients of the h
magnetic properties so that they can be applied over a w
temperature range. The facts that allR2Fe17 binary com-
pounds have low Curie temperatures and exhibit easy-p
anisotropy restrict their possible application as perman
magnets. Recently, it was found that the substitution of G
Al, or Si could not only facilitate the formation ofR2Fe17
carbides with high carbon concentration, but also incre
significantly the Curie temperature. Furthermore, the e
magnetization direction~EMD! of R2Fe172xMx ~M5Ga or
Al ! alloys can be modified by the introduction ofM
atoms.8–11 Low concentrations of Ga or Al substitution i
14 299 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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14 300 57ZHAO-HUA CHENG et al.
Sm2Fe17 results in a change in EMD from basal plane toc
axis without the presence of interstitial N or C atoms, wh
further substitution leads to a change fromc axis to plane
again. A reversal change in EMD has been found
R2Fe172xGax with R5Tb, Dy, Ho, Er, Tm. The Fe sublattic
can also exhibit uniaxial anisotropy at room temperat
when the Ga concentration is very high (x>7). The change
in EMD implies that the crystal electric field~CEF! coeffi-
cients at theR site are significantly influenced by the subs
tuted atoms and this is worth more detailed investigation

Knowing the intrinsic magnetic properties of th
R2Fe172xMx ~M5Ga or Al! series is the first step in unde
standing the basic magnetic properties of the interstitial co
pounds derived from them. From the application point
view, these series are not very promising. However, from
fundamental point of view, they provide a very good opp
tunity to investigate the exchange interactions and aniso
pies of the 3d and 4f sublattices because Al or Ga atoms c
substitute for Fe up to a very high concentration witho
changing the crystal structure, except for the unit-cell v
ume expansion. In this paper, the site occupancies of su
tuted atoms, exchange interactions between 3d and 4f sub-
lattices, and the magnetocrystalline anisotropies of 3d and
4 f sublattices in Er2Fe172xAl x compounds have been inve
tigated by means of magnetization and ac susceptibility m
surements, x-ray diffraction~XRD!, and neutron diffraction
~ND!. The reason for selectingR5Er is twofold. First, in the
case of the Er2Fe17 compound, the Fe sublattice exhibits pl
nar anisotropy, while the Er-sublattice anisotropy is expec
to be uniaxial on the basis of the CEF effect inR2Fe17 com-
pounds. Therefore, spin reorientations may occur
Er2Fe172xAl x , either due to the temperature-induced com
tition between the Er and Fe sublattice anisotropies or du
the temperature-induced changes in the Er sublattice o
Second, the antiferromagnetic coupling between Er and
atoms allows us to investigate the intersublattice molecu
field coefficientnRT by means of the magnetization curves
Er2Fe172xAl x compounds at the compensation temperatu
The temperature and composition dependence of magn
crystalline anisotropy are explained in terms of a sign rev
sal of the second-order CEF coefficientA20 from negative to
positive when the Al concentration increases up tox.7.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The samples of Er2Fe172xAl x (0<x<9) were prepared
by arc melting in an argon atmosphere of high purity. T
elements used were at least 99.9% pure. An excess of 5%
was added to compensate for the evaporation loss du
melting. In order to ensure good homogeneity, the ing
were remelted at least four times, then annealed unde
argon atmosphere at 1400 K for 5 days, followed by quen
ing into water. The ingots were ground to yield powders. T
magnetic powders were oriented in an applied field of 1
and fixed by means of epoxy resin to investigate the mag
tocrystalline anisotropy.

The structural properties were investigated by means
XRD and ND. XRD experiments were performed on powd
samples using CuKa radiation to determine the crysta
structure, lattice constants, and unit-cell volume. The pow
n
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ND experiments were employed to investigate the crys
structure, the occupancies of substituted atoms, as well a
magnetic structure.

The powder ND patterns of Er2Fe15Al2 and Er2Fe12Al5
were collected on a triple-axis spectrometer at China Insti
of Atomic Energy at room temperature, while the pattern
Y2Fe9Al8 was collected at 10 K to investigate the Fe subl
tice anisotropy. The diffraction data were analyzed
Izumi’s Rietveld structure refinement programRIETEN.12

The magnetization curves were measured by using an
tracting sample magnetometer with a magnetic field rang
from 0 to 6.5 T. The saturation magnetization was obtain
from fitting the experimental data ofM (B) vs B using the
law of approach to saturation. The values of the Curie te
perature were derived from the temperature dependenc
magnetizationM (T) curves measured in a field of 0.05 T o
ac susceptibility measured by an ac susceptibility magn
meter in a weak field of less than 0.0001 T at a frequency
220 Hz.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Structural properties

XRD patterns indicate that all samples are almost sin
phase with a hexagonal Th2Ni17-type structure or a rhombo
hedral Th2Zn17-type structure. The samples with low Al con
centration crystallize in the hexagonal Th2Ni17-type struc-
ture, while those with high Al concentration crystallize in th
rhombohedral Th2Zn17-type structure. The lattice constan
a, c and the unit-cell volumev are summarized in Table I. In
order to compare the volumes of the hexagonal cell with
rhombohedral one, we have multiplied the former by a fac
of 3

2 . It can be found that the substitution of larger Al atom
for Fe atoms leads to an approximately linear increase in
unit-cell volumes at a rate of 9.3 Å3 per Al atom.

The atomic occupancies were investigated by means
ND pattern on the powder samples of Er2Fe15Al2 and
Er2Fe12Al5 at room temperature and Y2Fe9Al8 at 10 K. For
example, the ND patterns of Er2Fe15Al2 and Er2Fe12Al5 are
shown in Fig. 1. The crystallographic parameters of
Th2Ni17- or Th2Zn17-typeR-Fe compounds were used to sta
the refinement. The rhombohedral compound has only
crystallographically nonequivalentR site (6c), while the
hexagonal compound has two crystallographically no
equivalentR sites ~2b and 2d!. These sites are, howeve
characterized by a quite similar local atomic arrangemen
Fe atoms and a slightly different arrangement of theR atoms.
The hexagonal 4f , 6g, 12j , and 12k sites correspond to the
rhombohedral 6c, 9d, 18f , and 18h sites, respectively. Ini-
tially, it was assumed that the Al and Fe atoms occupy
four nonequivalent sites statistically. According to th
chemical concentration and with the linear constraint con
tion, the sum of the fractional occupancies of Fe and
atoms on each of these four sites was fixed to be equal to
The initial magnetic moments were taken equal to 2.0mB ,
21.0mB , and 0.0mB for Fe, Er, and Y atoms, respectively
and all magnetic moments being in a parallel arrangemen
a plane perpendicular to the sixfold axes. Refined value
the lattice and positional parameters, atomic occupanc
and magnetic moments of Er2Fe15Al2 and Er2Fe12Al5 at room
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TABLE I. The structural and magnetic properties of Er2Fe172xAl x compounds.

a
~Å!

c
~Å!

v
(Å 3)

Ms

(mB /f.u.)
MT

(mB /f.u.)
mFe

(mB)
Tc

~K!
Tcomp

~K!
JTT /kB

~K!

x50 8.455 8.270
~12.405!

510.78
~766.17!

16.9 34.9 2.05 297 23.7

x51 8.477 8.303
~12.454!

516.71
~775.06!

13.6 31.6 1.98 363 35.4

x52 8.511 8.319
~12.478!

521.87
~782.80!

10.6 28.6 1.91 396 45.6

x53 8.535 8.339
~12.508!

526.08
~789.12!

7.4 25.4 1.81 407 56.2

x54 8.590 12.532 800.82 5.2 23.2 1.78 391 61.
x55 8.618 12.576 808.88 3.3 21.3 1.77 338 59.
x56 8.667 12.603 819.86 0.7 18.7 1.70 249 51.
x57 8.710 12.622 829.27 22.4 15.6 1.56 182 66.5 42.7
x58 8.755 12.655 840.05 23.7 14.3 1.59 146 84.0 37.5
x59 8.782 12.731 850.32 25.7 12.3 1.54 142 94.0 46.7
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temperature and of Y2Fe9Al8 at 10 K are summarized in
Table II. The room-temperature magnetic moments
Er2Fe172xAl x compounds stay in the basal plane@h00# and
the magnetic moments of all Fe atoms display ferromagn
coupling, but the magnetic moments of Er and Fe are a
ferromagnetically coupled. It is noteworthy that the Fe ma
netic moments of Y2Fe9Al8 are along@001# at low tempera-
ture. The magnetic moments orientation will be discusse

FIG. 1. Powder neutron-diffraction patterns of Er2Fe172xAl x

compounds with~a! x52 and~b! x55 at room temperature.
f

ic
ti-
-

in

detail in the following section. The Rietveld structure ana
ses show an obvious concentration dependence fractiona
cupancy of Al on each of the four crystallographic site
6c(4 f ), 9d(6g), 18f (12j ), and 18h(12k), in R2Fe172xAl x

~Fig. 2!. For comparison, the results that would be expec
for a random substitution of Al on the Fe sites are also p
sented in Fig. 2. It can be seen from Fig. 2 that the Al ato
prefer 18f (12j ) and 18h(12k) sites at low Al concentration
whereas they prefer strongly to occupy 6c(4 f ) and
18f (12j ) sites at high Al concentration. The 6c(4 f ) site
initially does not take up aluminum, but at high Al conte
up to 80% of this site is occupied by Al atoms for Y2Fe9Al8.
The 9d(6g) site excludes Al at all concentrations. The A
fractional occupancies at the 18f (12j ) site increase monoti-
cally, but those at the 18h(12k) site become saturated a
about 40%. This result is very similar to that o
Nd2Fe172xAl x .13 The atomic preferential occupancies are d
termined to a large extent by the Wigner-Seitz c
volume.13,14Because Al atoms have larger metallic radii th
iron, they prefer to occupy the 6c(4 f ) site which has, espe
cially in higher aluminum concentration, the largest Wigne
Seitz cell volume, and avoid occupying the 9d(6g) site that
has the smallest Wigner-Seitz cell volume. If a site is un
cupied by Al, its near neighbors prefer to accept Al atom
Thus, because the 9d(6g) site has four 18f (12j ) and four
18h(12k) sites as near neighbors, these latter sites are
favor of accepting Al atoms.

B. Saturation magnetization and magnetic moments

Figure 3 shows the magnetization curves of Er2Fe172xAl x
compounds measured at 1.5 K. It is found that the satura
magnetization decreases linearly with increasing Al conc
tration, and this decrease is much faster than in the case
simple magnetic dilution as shown by the dotted line in F
4. This implies that the decrease in saturation magnetiza
is not only due to the simple magnetic dilution, but also d
to the decrease of Fe magnetic moments. The antipar
coupling between theR spin moment and the Fe mome
leads to ferrimagnetism for the heavy rare-earth compoun
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TABLE II. Crystallographic and magnetic parameters of Er2Fe15Al2 and Er2Fe12Al5 at room temperature and Y2Fe9Al8 at 10 K.

Atom site Occupancy x y z M(mB)

Er2Fe15Al2 P63/mmc a5b58.521(1) Å c58.335(8) Å v5524.1 Å3

Er(2b) 1.00 0.000 0.000 0.250 23.12(28)a

Er(2d) 1.00 0.333~3! 0.666~7! 0.750 23.09(28)a

Fe(4f ) 1.00 0.333~3! 0.666~7! 0.104~1! 2.20~30!a

Fe(6g) 1.00 0.500 0.000 0.000 0.66~33!a

Fe(12j ) 0.79 0.330~1! 20.041(1) 0.250 0.88~28!a

Fe(12k) 0.87 0.165~1! 0.330~1! 0.983~1! 1.56~28!a

Al(12j ) 0.21 0.330~1! 20.041(1) 0.250 0.00
Al(12k) 0.13 0.165~1! 0.330~1! 0.983~1! 0.00

Er2Fe12Al5 R3̄m a5b58.645(2) Å c512.648(3) Å v5818.60 Å3

Er(6c) 1.00 0.000 0.000 0.340~2! 22.15(16)a

Fe(6c) 0.63 0.000 0.000 0.098~2! 0.30~2!a

Fe(9d) 1.00 0.500 0.000 0.500 0.50~2!a

Fe(18f ) 0.65 0.295~1! 0.000 0.000 0.30~2!a

Fe(18h) 0.64 0.502~1! 0.498~1! 0.157~1! 0.70~2!a

Al(6c) 0.37 0.000 0.000 0.098~2! 0.00
Al(18f ) 0.35 0.295~1! 0.000 0.000 0.00
Al(18h) 0.36 0.502~1! 0.498~1! 0.157~1! 0.00

Y2Fe9Al8 R3̄m a5b58.7446(6) Å c512.6728(1) Å v5839.23 Å3

Y(6c) 1.00 0.000 0.000 0.347~5! 0.00
Fe(6c) 0.20~1! 0.000 0.000 0.104~5! 1.60~2!b

Fe(9d) 1.00 0.500 0.000 0.500 2.10~2!b

Fe(18f ) 0.29~1! 0.290~5! 0.000 0.000 1.80~2!b

Fe(18h) 0.60~1! 0.501~5! 0.498~5! 0.158~5! 2.00~2!b

Al(6c) 0.80~1! 0.000 0.000 0.107~5! 0.00
Al(18f ) 0.71~1! 0.290~5! 0.000 0.000 0.00
Al(18h) 0.40 0.501~5! 0.498~5! 0.158~5! 0.00

aThe magnetic moments are oriented along@h00# at room temperature.
bThe magnetic moments are oriented along@001# at 10 K.
the
-

nc
Accordingly, the saturation moments of Er2Fe172xAl x com-
pounds can be expressed by the equation

MS5MT2MR5~172x!mFe22mEr , ~1!

FIG. 2. Concentration dependence of the fractional occupa
on each of the four crystallographic sites@6c(4 f ), 9d(6g),
18f (12j ), and 18h(12k)# in R2Fe172xAl x ~R5Er or Y!. The dashed
line represents the random substitution model.
whereMT is the magnetic moment of theT5(Fe, Al) sub-
lattice andMEr is the moment of the Er sublattice.

If we assume the Er magnetic moment is equal to
free-ion magnetic momentmEr59.0mB , the average Fe mag

y

FIG. 3. Magnetization curves of Er2Fe172xAl x compounds at
1.5 K.
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netic momentsmFe of Er2Fe172xAl x can be obtained. They
are found to decrease with increasing Al concentrat
~Table I!.

With increasing Al concentration, theT-sublattice mo-
ment will decrease. For the sample withx'6, it is about
equal to the Er sublattice moment at 1.5 K. TheT-sublattice
moments will be lower than the Er sublattice and therefor
negative value of the magnetic moment of Er2Fe172xAl x is
shown in Fig. 4 forx.6.

C. Curie temperature, compensation temperature,
and exchange interactions

Figure 5 illustrates the temperature dependence of
magnetization of Er2Fe172xAl x compounds with 7<x<9
measured by an extracting sample magnetometer in a m
netic field of 0.05 T. In order to avoid the effect of a stro
magnetocrystalline anisotropy on the temperature dep
dence of the magnetization at low temperature, the sam

FIG. 4. Saturation magnetization of Er2Fe172xAl x compounds at
1.5 K as a function of aluminum concentration. The dotted l
represents the magnetization for simple magnetic dilution mod

FIG. 5. Temperature dependence of the magnetiza
of Er2Fe172xAl x compounds with 7<x<9 in a magnetic field of
0.05 T.
n

a

e

g-

n-
es

were cooled from room temperature to 1.5 K in a high ma
netic field of 4 T, and then measured in a low magnetic fi
of 0.05 T. For these three samples, theT-sublattice magnetic
moments are lower than those of the Er sublattice at 1.5
However, since the Er-sublattice moments decrease m
rapidly than theT-sublattice moments with increasing tem
perature, they will become equal at a certain temperatur
can be seen that the compensation temperatureTcomp is
higher for higher Al concentration.

The concentration dependence of the Curie tempera
Tc and the compensation temperatureTcomp of Er2Fe172xAl x
are illustrated in Fig. 6. A small substitution of Al results
an enhancement of the Curie temperature from 297 K
x50 to 407 K for x53. Further substitution leads to a de
crease in Curie temperature. The initial increase in Cu
temperature is a common feature inR2Fe172xMx ~M5Ga or
Al ! intermetallic compounds.8–11,15,16

The Curie temperatures ofR-T intermetallics are deter
mined by the three different exchange-coupling consta
JTT , JRT , andJRR. JTT primarily governs the temperatur
dependence of the 3d moment and the Curie temperatu
Tc . The 3d-4 f interactionJRT has only a minor influence on
the Curie temperature, especially for compounds rich in ir
such asR2Fe17, R2Fe14B, and R(Fe,M )12. However, it
dominates the molecular field experienced by the rare-e
moment that, in turn, determines the temperature depend
of the magnetic moment and the magnetocrystalline ani
ropy of the rare-earth ions. TheR-R interaction is generally
neglected because it is smaller than theT-T andR-T inter-
action. In addition, there are fewR-R bonds in the Fe-rich
compounds. Thus, the standard molecular-field expressio
the Curie temperature for two-sublatticeR-T compounds can
be written as17

3kTC5aTT1@aTT
2 14aRTaTR#1/2, ~2!

whereaTT5ZTTJTTST(ST11) and

aRTaTR5ZRTZTRST~ST11!~gR21!2JR~JR11!JRT
2 ,

whereST , JR are the spin moment and total moment ofT
andR ions, respectively.gR is the Lande´ g factor of theR
ions. Zi j ~i 5R, j 5T, or i 5T, j 5R! is the number ofj

n

FIG. 6. Concentration dependence of Curie temperatureTC ,
compensation temperatureTcomp, and theT-T exchange-coupling
constantJTT .
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neighbors to ani atom.ZTT is the number ofT neighbors to
a givenT atom. The value ofZRT is related toZTR via the
relationNRZRT5NTZTR .18 NT andNR are the numbers ofT
~Fe and Al! andR atoms per formula unit, respectively.

The exchange-coupling constantJTT can be easily de-
duced from the Curie temperatures for compounds w
MR50 (aRTaTR50), such asR5Y, La, and Lu.JRT can be
obtained either by high-field magnetization measurement
free powder particles of polycrystalline samples or by co
parison of the difference in Curie temperatures between
compounds withMRÞ0 (Tc5Tc,R) and MR50 (Tc5Tc,0)
such asR5Y, La, Lu, using the high-temperature approx
mation of the molecular-field model:

JRT
2 59kB

2Tc,R~Tc,R2Tc,0!/4ZRTZTRST~ST11!

3~gR21!2JR~JR11!. ~3!

In the first model, very high magnetic fields are require
Because the magnetic field available to many laboratorie
limited, it is difficult to determineJRT precisely in many
cases. The second method is generally used under the
sumption thatJTT is constant regardless of whichR element
is considered inR2Fe172xAl x . Problems in applying Eq.~3!
may arise when theT-T interaction varies across theR se-
ries, sinceJTT may depend strongly on the interatomic d
tance between the nearest-neighbor magnetic atoms. Th
tice constants ofR2Fe17, and consequently, the interatom
distance of Fe-Fe pairs, are not the same for differenR
elements considered here~Er and Y!. Therefore, the assump
tion of the same value ofJTT among in these series is no
realistic. In this work, we will determineJErT andJTT on the
basis of the molecular-field model by fitting the temperat
dependence of the magnetization.

Figure 7 presents severalM -T curves calculated for the
Er2Fe172xAl x compounds with 7<x<9 by using the
molecular-field expressions. In fitting theM -T curves, the

FIG. 7. Calculated spontaneous magnetization vs tempera
curves of Er2Fe172xAl x compounds with 7<x<9 on the basis of
the molecular-field model. In these calculations we used the foll
ing parameters: for x57, JErT512.9 K, JTT542.7 K, JT

50.459mB ; for x58, JErT511.6 K, JTT537.5 K, JT50.421mB ;
for x59, JErT510.6 K, JTT546.7 K, JT50.362mB .
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external magnetic field is neglected since it is much low
than the molecular field. The values ofMT(1.5 K) ~Table I!
are used to replace those ofMT(0) approximately. OnlyJRT
and JTT are kept adjustable. Because our experimental d
were obtained on polycrystalline powder samples in a l
field, there is a considerable effect of the magnetocrystal
anisotropy on the magnetization. We therefore concentra
only on the experimental values ofTc and Tcomp and the
corresponding shapes of theM (T) curves and do not expec
the amplitudes of the calculatedM (T) curves in Fig. 7 to
match those of the experimental curves in Fig. 5. The co
sponding values ofJErT are listed in Table III.

For ferrimagneticR-T powder particles that were free t
orient themselves in the applied field, the field dependenc
the magnetization can be described in fields below as17,19–21

B1,crit5nRTuMR2MTu, ~4!

MR is perfectly antiparallel toMT with M5uMR2MTu, and
in fields above as

B2,crit5nRTuMR1MTu. ~5!

MR is exactly parallel toMT with M5uMR1MTu. In the
intermediate field rangeB1,crit,B,B2,crit the resultant mag-
netic moment is

M5B/nRT . ~6!

At the compensation temperature MR(Tcomp)
5MT(Tcomp) the linear range withM5B/nRT starts at
B50 T. Experimentally, the field dependence of the mag
tization close to the compensation temperature was foun
be linear at all but the lowest field strengths~Fig. 8!. From
the slope of the linear parts, we have determined the va
of the intersublattice molecular-field coefficientnErT at the
compensation temperature. The Er-T exchange-coupling
constantJErT can be directly obtained from the relation b
tween JRT and nRT . The results are tabulated in Table I
where it can be seen that the values ofJErT obtained by the
two methods described above are of comparable magnit

The values ofJErT show no obvious dependence on the
concentration in Er2Fe172xAl x compounds. This result is in
good agreement with previous work.16 If we use the average
valueJErT /kB510.1 K, theT-T exchange-coupling constan
JTT can be obtained from Eq.~2!. The values ofJTT are
listed in Table I and as a function of Al concentration a
plotted in Fig. 6. It can be seen that the effect ofR-T ex-

TABLE III. The intersublattice molecular-field coefficientnErT ,
the critical magnetic fieldBcrit,1 andBcrit,2 , the molecular field at Er
ions bmol,Er.

nErT

~T f.u./mB!
Bmol,Er

~T!
Bcrit,1

~T!
Bcrit,2

~T!
JErT /kB

~K!a
JErT /kB

~K!b

x57 2.34 36.5 5.6 78.6 8.44 12.9
x58 2.34 33.5 8.7 75.6 8.44 11.6
x59 2.37 29.2 13.5 71.8 8.55 10.6

aExchange-coupling constant obtained from the magnetiza
curves at the compensation temperature.

bExchange-coupling constant obtained from fitting theM -T curves.
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change interaction on Curie temperature of Er2Fe172xAl x
compounds cannot be neglected.

Due to the short 6c-6c bond length, the 6c site is gener-
ally believed to be responsible for the low Curie temperat
of the R2Fe17 compounds. However, the ND results clea
indicate that the initial Curie temperature enhancemen
R2Fe172xAl x compounds is not a result of the removal
iron 6c ‘‘dumbbell’’ atoms by substitution of Al onto thes
sites, but that it has to be attributed to the overall increas
Fe-Fe bond lengths, which overcompensates the dilutio
Fe atoms, although magnetic dilution becomes more imp
tant in determining the Curie temperature upon further s
stitution of the nonmagnetic Al atoms. It is noteworthy th
the value ofJTT increases again at the highest Al concent
tions. This phenomenon was also observed in ot
R2Fe172xGax ~R5Dy, Ho, Er, or Tm! compounds.22–24

Simultaneously, the ND results demonstrate that the Al
oms strongly prefer to occupy the 6c site. The increase in
T-T exchange interaction is perhaps related to the prefe
tial substitution of Al for Fe onto this site. An investigatio
of the mechanism of this enhancement inJTT , and hence, in
Curie temperature is in progress.

D. Magnetocrystalline anisotropy and magnetic phase
transition

In general, the overall magnetocrystalline anisotropy
R-T intermetallics is the sum of 4f -sublattice and
3d-sublattice anisotropies. In the case ofR2Fe17 compounds

K1,tot52K1,R1K1,Fe, ~7!

whereK1,R is the contribution of oneR31 ion to the anisot-
ropy constant andK1,Fe is the anisotropy constant of the F
sublattice. In the first approximation,K1,R can be described
as

K1,R52 3
2 aJA20̂ r 4 f

2 &^3JR,z
2 2JR~JR11!&, ~8!

whereaJ is the second-order Stevens factor andA20 is the
second-order CEF coefficient.

FIG. 8. Field dependence of the magnetization of Er2Fe172xAl x

compounds with 7<x<9 close to the compensation temperatur
e
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in
of
r-
-

t
-
r
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f

In the case of Er2Fe17, the Fe sublattice exhibits an eas
plane anisotropy, i.e.,K1,Fe,0, while the Er-sublattice an
isotropy is dependent on the product ofaJ andA20. For the
Er31 ion, aJ.0. Hence, a negativeA20 will make the Er-
sublattice moments favorc-axis orientation at low tempera
ture, K1,Er.0. Although there are two crystallographical
distinct sites in Er2Fe17, it was proved that the CEF aniso
ropy can be described using a single set of crystal-field
rameters averaged over the two sites.25–27 Values of
117.9Ka0

22 and28.9Ka0
24 for the second- and the fourth

order CEF coefficientsA20 and A40 respectively, have been
deduced by Andreevet al. from magnetization studies up t
6 T.25 According to these results, Er2Fe17 compound would
not follow the systematic of the Stevens factoraJ for the
easy magnetization direction. In order to determine the C
coefficients precisely, Garcia-Landaet al. investigated
R2Fe17 single crystals~R5Y, Dy, Ho, and Er! by means of
high-field magnetization in a magnetic field up to 51 T, a
obtained the values of224.58Ka0

22 and 211.88Ka0
24 for

A20 andA40, respectively.26 The value of the CEF coefficien
A20 is in agreement with the results of the Mo¨ssbauer effect
in Er2Fe17, for which the average valueA20'250
6100Ka0

22 was found.28 If we only take into account the
second-order CEF term, a value ofK1,R517.0 K/f.u. can be
derived on the basis of Eq.~8!, which is comparable with the
value of K1,Er58.5 K/f.u. obtained by Franseet al.29 Since
its absolute value is much smaller and decreases more
idly with increasing temperature than that
K1,Fe5250.4 K/f.u. ~at 4.2 K!, no spin reorientation is ex
pected to occur when the temperature varies between c
genic temperatures and the Curie temperature.

The value of the ac susceptibilityx8 of an intermetallic
compound depends strongly on its magnetic anisotropy
domain-wall energy. It is proportional toMs

2/AAK1 for
domain-wall displacement orMs

2/K1 for domain rotation.
Both saturation magnetizationMs and anisotropy constan
K1 strongly vary with temperature; thus the shape of thex8
vs T curve is strongly affected by the temperature dep
dence ofMs andK1 . At the spin-reorientation temperatur
the change ofMs is relatively smooth, whileK1 changes
drastically, which is reflected as a kink in thex8 vs T curves.
The spin-reorientation temperaturesTsr can be taken as the
temperatures at which the first deviative of the ac susce
bility dx8/dT reaches an extreme value~maximum or mini-
mum!. Measurements of temperature dependence of the
susceptibility can be therefore used to detect temperat
induced magnetic-phase transitions. Figure 9 shows the t
perature dependence of thex8 of Er2Fe172xAl x compounds
with x51, 2, 3, and 4. An anomaly is visible for each
samples. The anomalies inx8 become more clear ifdx8/dT
is plotted as a function of temperature, as shown in Fig.
Anomalies are also observed in theM -T curves measured a
low magnetic field of 0.05 T~Fig. 11!. Considering the
temperature-induced competition between the planar
sublattice anisotropy and the uniaxial Er-sublattice anis
ropy, one can attribute these anomalies to spin reorientati
The spin-reorientation temperatures are found to incre
first, have a maximum value atx53, and then decrease
Similar results have also been observed in Er2Fe172xGaxC2
and Er2Fe172xSix .30,31 For the samples withx55, 6, and 7,

.
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no spin reorientation was detected from the temperature
pendence of the ac susceptibility. The sharp peaks at
temperatures of 246 and 182 K for the samples withx56
and 7, respectively, correspond to their Curie temperatu
~Fig. 12!. These results suggest that the substitution of
atoms has an effect not only on the Fe-sublattice anisotro
but also on the Er-sublattice anisotropy.

In order to determine the contributions of these two s
lattices to the overall anisotropy separately, one can cho
the R elements without contribution to theR-sublattice an-
isotropy inR2Fe172xAl x . Thus, at first we studied the Fe
sublattice anisotropy by selectingR5Y or Gd. The planar
anisotropy constantsK1,Fe of Y2Fe172xAl x compounds with
x<6 have been obtained from the magnetization meas
ments on the magnetically aligned powders on the basis
simple theoretical model proposed by Liet al.32 They are
weakened by Al substitution~Fig. 13!. The nonlinear de-
crease ofK1,Fe in absolute value implies that the fraction
occupancies of Al atoms at the four nonequivalent sites

FIG. 9. Temperature dependence of the real component (x8) of
the ac susceptibility of Er2Fe172xAl x compounds withx51, 2, 3,
and 4.

FIG. 10. Temperature dependence of the first derivative o
susceptibilitydx8/dT of Er2Fe172xAl x compounds withx51, 2, 3,
and 4.
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not the same and that the contributions of these four site
the overall anisotropy are different.

Since the composition dependence of the Al and
atomic occupancies inR2Fe172xMx ~M5Ga or Al! com-
pounds is almost the same,13,15,33,34one can expect on the
basis of the results obtained forR2Fe172xGax that the further
introduction of Al atoms results in an easyc-axis anisotropy
of the Fe sublattice. Because Y2Fe10Al7 cannot be magneti-
cally aligned at room temperature due to its low Curie te
perature, we aligned Gd2Fe10Al7 powders instead of
Y2Fe10Al7 to investigate the Fe-sublattice anisotropy. Ea
c-axis anisotropy of the Fe sublattice was, however, not
served forx<7, while for further increase in Al concentra
tion the Curie temperature was lower than room temperat
Because of its capability of investigating microscopically t
crystal and magnetic structure, ND study on Y2Fe9Al8 has
been undertaken at low temperature to determine the m
netic moment orientation. The refinement results, as sum
rized in Table II, indicate that the Fe moments are orien

c

FIG. 11. Temperature dependence of the magnetization
Er2Fe172xAl x compounds withx51, 2, 3, and 4.

FIG. 12. Temperature dependence of the real component (x8) of
the ac susceptibility of Er2Fe172xAl x compounds withx55, 6, and
7.
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along@001#. This means that a uniaxial anisotropy of the
sublattice can be induced also by the introduction of Al
oms. Comparing the occupancies of Al atoms with those
Ga atoms,13,15,33,34one can deduce that the Al or Ga atom
preferentially occupy 6c and 18f sites, which may make a
predominant contribution to the easy-plane anisotropy. W
the Fe atoms at these sites are replaced by nonmagnet
oms, a positiveK1,Fe may be obtained, that is, a uniaxi
anisotropy of the Fe sublattice can be induced. A deta
investigation of the contribution of the individual sites to t
overall anisotropy will be undertaken in the near future.

As can be seen in Fig. 13, the absolute value of the
isotropy constantK1,Fedecreases from 50.4 K/f.u. for Y2Fe17
to 17.0 K/f.u. for Y2Fe15Al2 at 4.2 K. In view of the fact that
for the sample Er2Fe15Al2, the easy magnetization directio
changes from basal plane toc axis with decreasing tempera
ture, this suggestsK1,Er.17.0 K/f.u. at 4.2 K. On the basis o
Eq. ~8!, the value ofA20 has been found to increase in neg
tive value from 224.58Ka0

22 for Er2Fe17 to more than
229.85Ka0

22 for Er2Fe14Al2.
With decreasing temperature, no spin reorientation

found in the Er2Fe172xAl x samples withx55, 6, and 7. This
implies that there are two possibilities:~1! K1,Er.uK1,Feu or
~2! K1,Er,uK1,Feu at all temperatures. The first possibility ca
be excluded on the basis of ND results that Er2Fe12Al5 ex-
hibits easy-plane anisotropy at room temperature. Thus,
only possible thatK1,Er,uK1,Feu for the compounds withx
55, 6, and 7 at all temperatures. Thus, the value ofK1,Er also
decreases with further increasing Al concentration. The e
c-axis anisotropy of the Er sublattice is not strong enough
overcome the planar anisotropy of the Fe sublattice. The
crease ofK1,Er is attributed to theA20 decreases in negativ
value with increasing Al concentration. For example, for t
compound with x56, K1,Fe524.2 K/f.u. at 4.2 K. This
means thatK1,Er,4.2 K/f.u. at 4.2 K. On the basis of Eq.~8!,
the absolute value ofA20 will reduce to less than 14.75Ka0

22

for Er2Fe10Al6.
The temperature dependence of the ac susceptib

shows a sharp peak at 146 and 142 K and an anomaly a
temperature 38 and 44 K for the compounds withx58 and

FIG. 13. Concentration dependence of the anisotropy cons
KI and the anisotropy fieldsm0HA of Y2Fe172xAl x compounds.
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9, respectively~Fig. 14!. The sharp peaks are attributed
the Curie temperatures, as are shown in Fig. 5, while
anomalies at low temperatures are related to spin reorie
tions. For the compounds withx58 and 9, the uniaxial Fe-
sublattice anisotropy dominates the overall magnetocrys
line anisotropy at high temperatures. Because the
sublattice plays a more important role in determining t
EMD at low temperature, it is reasonable to assume that
EMD changes fromc axis to basal plane with decreasin
temperature in these two compounds. The magnetic ph
diagram of Er2Fe172xAl x compounds is illustrated in Fig. 15
The fact that the EMD changes fromc axis at high tempera-
ture to basal plane at low temperature implies that the sig
the second-order CEF coefficientA20 has changed from
negative to positive with increasing Al substitution forx
>8. A similar effect of Ga substitution on the CEF coef
cient was also observed in Tb2Fe172xGax compounds by
neutron-diffraction studies.15

Band-structure calculations have demonstrated that
second-order CEF coefficientA20 is determined predomi-

nt FIG. 14. Temperature dependence of the ac susceptibility
Er2Fe172xAl x with x58 and 9.

FIG. 15. Magnetic-phase diagram of Er2Fe172xAl x compounds.
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14 308 57ZHAO-HUA CHENG et al.
nantly by theR ions’ 5d and 6p valence-electron charge
asphericity.35 It is strongly influenced by the variation ofx in
R2Fe172xAl x because of the changing hybridization of theR
ions’ 5d and 6p valence-electron states with the valenc
electron states of the neighbor atoms. Quite substan
changes in the magnitude and sign of theR valence-electron
asphericity can be expected when Al preferentially sub
tutes into the nearest-neighbor sites of theR atoms.

IV. CONCLUSION

On the basis of the correlation between the Al atom o
cupancies in Er2Fe172xAl x compounds and the Er- an
T-sublattice anisotropies, it is reasonable to conclude the
lowing. ~1! The Fe atoms at 6c(4 f ) and 18f (12j ) sites have
a predominantly negative contribution to the anisotropy
Fe sublattice. When they are replaced by nonmagnetic
atoms, a positiveK1,Fe, and hence, uniaxial anisotropy of th
Fe sublattice may be obtained.~2! The preferential occupan
cies of the substituted atoms have a significant effect on
CEF coefficients at the Er site, and consequently, on
Er-sublattice anisotropy. The preferential occupancy of
-

J

.
s

-
ial

i-

-

l-

f
Al

he
e
l

atoms of the 18h site, which is the nearest-neighbor of the E
site in thec-axis direction~different layer! seems to make
the A20 values more negative, and hence to increase
uniaxial anisotropy of Er sublattice. Thus, a small degree
Al substitution can increase the spin-reorientation tempe
ture of Er2Fe172xAl x compounds. The preferential occupa
cies of Al atoms into the 18f site, which shares with the E
site at the same basal plane, appears to make theA20 values
less negative, and finally lead to a sign reversal from ne
tive to positive. Therefore, relatively high Al substitution i
Er2Fe172xAl x will change the EMD of the Er-sublattice mo
ments fromc axis to basal plane.
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